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Delta Faucet Company Introduces the Essa™ Kitchen Collection
Modern technology delivers euro-inspired design to the kitchen

Appealing to consumers and designers looking for a euro-inspired design, Delta Faucet
introduces the new EssaTM collection - a soft contemporary take on a euro design with subtle
detailing accents that allow it to be placed in both contemporary and transitional spaces.
For added appeal, the Essa kitchen collection comes with optional Touch2O® Technology
featuring TempSenseTM. Touch2O Technology in the kitchen lets the user activate the flow of
water by tapping anywhere on the faucet spout, hub or handle. With TempSense Technology,
an LED light at the base of the faucet changes from blue to magenta to red, visually indicating
the temperature of the water to the user.
"With optional Touch2O and TempSense Technologies, the Essa collection effortlessly merges
contemporary design with modern innovations," said Elliott Thompson, product manager, Delta
Faucet. "The suite fulfills the consumer desire for functional beauty in the home."
Additionally, the Essa collection is equipped with MagnaTite® docking, which keeps the kitchen
pull-down spray wand firmly in place with a powerful integrated magnet, so it stays docked when
not in use.
The full kitchen suite is comprised of single-handle pull down and bar/prep faucets, as well as
coordinating soap dispensers and beverage faucets with optional touch technologies, offered in
Chrome, Arctic® Stainless, Venetian Bronze® and Matte Black finishes.
The Essa kitchen collection is available now at kitchen and bath showrooms and select retailers.
Pricing starts at $385 for bar/prep faucets and $409 single-handle pull down faucets.
Visit www.deltafaucet.ca for more information.

About Delta®
The signature brand from Delta Faucet Company, for style, selection and innovation, Delta
faucets are the leading choice of North America’s builders and homeowners. Delta residential
faucets combine award-winning designs and consumer-preferred features with uncompromising
quality. Delta delivers exceptionally well-made, stylish faucets and related kitchen and bath
accessories that are beautiful both inside and out. This market-leading product line features a
unique combination of stylish looks and excellent quality, and is available in a wide variety of
finishes. A worldwide leader in faucets and related accessories, Delta sells products in more
than 53 countries.
About Masco Canada Limited
Masco Canada Ltd. is the Canadian division of Masco Corporation and represents numerous
brands including: Hansgrohe®, Delta®, BrassCraft®, Brizo®, Delta® Commercial, Motiv®, Master
Plumber®, PlumbShop®and Waltec®. Masco Corporation is one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of brand-name consumer products for the home and family. Masco delivers
exceptionally crafted, stylish products including: faucets, kitchen and bath cabinets, architectural
coatings (paints and stains), bath and shower units, spas and hot tubs, showering and plumbing
specialties, windows and other hardware.
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